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in April 1921. His article draws a broad comparison between artistic, high-minded 
Germans and materialist Americans—a familiar stereotype from 1920s Germany, where 
the United States was often linked with unfettered capitalism. Jacoby wrote this article 
shortly after completing production of So sind die Männer (The Little Napoleon, 1923) 
for EFA, which dissolved in November 1922 on account of mismanagement and rising 
infl ation. Despite the failed venture, Jacoby suggests that the Germans might still learn 
from the American model of business. (See also Joe May’s text in this chapter, no. 129.)

Due to the catastrophic collapse of the mark, it is impossible for the Americans at EFA to 
do business based on reciprocity; that is, the plan to leave German and European fi lm prof-
its in Germany and put the money toward new productions has been foiled by the devalua-
tion of the mark. The earning potential, which must have been considerable, particularly 
with regard to the dollar contracts that have already been amicably dissolved, has proved 
disappointing. These dollar contracts may be the cornerstone of the whole business. We 
must also acknowledge that it was not the productive forces in EFA, who were hired with 
dollar contracts, who put unbearable strain on fi lms but much rather the unproductive forces 
who were on EFA’s management team. This strain was unsustainable for the entire enter-
prise. Thus, in spite of their relative cheapness, all fi lms ultimately became too expensive.

Furthermore, even an excellent German fi lm, indeed the very best one, does not need 
to yield the same profi t as a mediocre American movie. This issue, which is rooted in the 
mentality of German producers and American audiences alike, has already been much 
discussed, but not yet enough to demonstrate to the German fi lm industry the path it 
must take if it wants its productions to be as successful fi nancially as they are artistically.

It was very benefi cial for directors to deal directly with American businesspeople. 
Sometimes it was almost gruesome to see the cold, but also remarkable, clarity with which 
these American businesspeople tore apart ideas that they found fi nancially unviable. Ger-
mans, who always have something of the ideologue in them and tend to lose themselves 
in reverie, were hardened by these cold calculators of fi lmic effect. Thus, the Americans 
with whom EFA directors and artists came into contact can rightfully be considered pro-
totypical of the American business acumen. Over there, all people are like this. We Ger-
mans tear our hair out and work our fi ngers to the bone writing about whether fi lm is a 
pure art or an artistically inhibited handicraft. Americans do not see fi lm as a work of art. 
I believe they do not even see it as a handicraft. Like all of life’s other aspects and crea-
tions, they see fi lm as nothing more than . . . a new advertising opportunity.

The Germans who worked with the Americans at EFA gradually became aware of 
this American mentality. However, it does not necessarily follow that we should slavishly 
imitate the Americans. We also do not want to attempt to do things with our insuffi cient 
resources that the Americans can do better. We should, therefore, go our own separate 
ways; but when possible, we must try to allow for the American mentality if we want to 
have success in the land of dollars.
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ERNST LUBITSCH

Film Internationality

First published as “Film-Internationalität,” in Heinrich Pfeiffer, ed., Das deutsche Lichtbild-Buch: Filmprob-
leme von gestern und heute (Berlin: August Scherl, 1924), 13–14. Translated by Michael Cowan.
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Ernst Lubitsch wrote this essay in Hollywood, where he had moved in December 1922. 
There is a backstory to his emigration that sheds light on this text—and on the specter 
of Hollywood in the Weimar Republic. Flush with the major success of Madame Dubarry 
(1919) in Europe and the United States, Lubitsch decided to switch from Ufa to EFA 
(European Film Alliance), sensing the advantages of an American-owned production 
company in helping German fi lms reach the U.S. market. (See the previous texts by Joe 
May, no. 129, and Georg Jacoby, no. 131.) The best-known German director at the 
time, Lubitsch was lured to Hollywood by a contract to direct a fi lm with Mary Pickford 
for United Artists (Rosita, 1923). He subsequently worked with Warner Brothers on The 
Marriage Circle, which premiered in 1924—the same year this article was published. 
In it, he shares his insights from making fi lms in both industries and advances his 
conception of fi lm as a “popular art” with the potential to transcend national and 
linguistic boundaries. See also his text in chapter 6, no. 89.

If I today set out to write down ideas that I already formulated years ago, this is because 
these ideas have now gained in authority by virtue of my experience working in Germany 
and America, the world’s leading countries in the struggle for dominance in fi lm 
production.

Supremacy on the world fi lm market: this is a catchphrase that neither represents nor 
grasps the situation as it really stands. Superiority of German or American fi lms: this is 
a pointless contest, as if one wished to decide whether Shakespeare or Goethe were the 
greater thinker.

Film is an art, more precisely a popular art; it is open to intellectuals and the masses 
alike; it results from creative activity; and it can be called successful only when it receives 
international applause and worldwide recognition.

A fi lm is good when the movie theaters in New York are just as sold out as those in 
Barcelona or Frankfurt. This is the basic principle from which all fi lmmaking and all 
advancement of motion pictures must begin.

If I may believe the press and the distribution companies, my biggest fi lms succeeded 
enormously in precisely this sense, and they succeeded without any specifi c efforts to cre-
ate an international style; they succeeded because—and I say this without arrogance—I 
do not make German or American fi lms, but rather Lubitsch fi lms; because in each case, 
I attempted to present, embedded in an effective visual decor, a human story in a human 
way; because I could rely on actors who were capable of clearly expressing love, hate, pas-
sion, and rage in the sense I had in mind, so that everyone—regardless of linguistic and 
political borders—could understand.

Every good fi lm is by nature international; every good fi lm observes a few minor 
guidelines, even if these have nothing to do with the plot of the fi lm itself.

These minor guidelines include the avoidance of highlighting one’s own specifi c 
national particularities unless absolutely necessary. Of course, this principle should not 
be understood as a call to focus on the morals and customs of other countries where this 
does not follow naturally from the plot. Certainly, Spanish people in fi lms should behave 
like Spanish people, Americans like Americans, and Germans like Germans, but no fi lm 
has ever failed internationally because the form of the collar worn by an extra was incon-
gruent. Filmmakers should take such factors into consideration, but they should neither 
overestimate nor underestimate them.

Whoever continues to strive toward the loftiest heights, whoever creates with his 
works ever clearer and purer expressions of his own artistic nature will fi nd the path to 
international success and fame; in so doing, he will gain the world’s respect not only for 
himself but also for his country and his people. But this cultural and political side effect 
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must remain just that: a side effect. At the moment at which we subsume the artistic fi lm 
under politics, we rob ourselves of all artistic opportunities.

One cannot achieve international success through sentimentality but only through 
artistic achievement. German fi lm will gain world signifi cance only when its creators 
become true artists, fi lm artists, men who have the most innate feeling for fi lm in their 
fi ngertips and who can create images no less apt to provoke fear and pity than the classi-
cal works of the German theater.

In the end, then, the internationality of fi lm is a truly national matter. For the success-
ful reel of fi lm, movie houses all over the world stand waiting with wide-open doors. No 
politics can stop the triumphal march of a perfect work of fi lm art. It will gain accept-
ance no less than the successful creations of other artistic genres.

For this reason, fi lm’s internationality is not an economic matter but an artistic one, 
even if politico-economic stupidities undeniably make the work of artists diffi cult or 
nearly impossible at times.
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GEORG OTTO STINDT

Is Film National or International?

First published as “Ist der Film national oder international?,” in Georg Otto Stindt, Das Lichtspiel als Kunst-
form: Die Philosophie des Films, Regie, Dramaturgie und Schauspieltechnik (Bremerhaven: Atlantis-Verlag, 
1924), 31–32. Translated by Alex H. Bush.

Georg Otto Stindt’s Das Lichtspiel als Kunstform (The motion picture as art form) was 
one of several major philosophical treatises in the early to mid 1920s that sought to 
determine fi lm’s artistic value, alongside Walter Bloem’s Die Seele des Lichtspiels (1922; 
translated as The Soul of the Moving Picture, 1924), Otto Foulon’s Die Kunst des 
Lichtspiels (1924), Rudolf Harms’s Philosophie des Films (1926; see chapter 5, no. 76), 
and Rudolf Kurtz’s Expressionismus und Film (1926; see chapter 13, no. 197). Stindt’s 
book contains a section distinguishing fi lm’s internationalism in the artistic realm (based 
on its language of silent gestures) from the issue of global economic competition. Like 
Ernst Lubitsch in the prior text (no. 132), Stindt defi nes a successful fi lm as one that 
bears universal appeal.

Human bipeds are merely tolerated on the surface of the earth, but they behave so presumptu-
ously, as if the whole universe should be lying at their feet.

Film as a language contains two main ideas: namely, the moving picture as an artistic 
means of expression and the fi lm as a commodity.

Thus the hybrid problem consists in two central questions, which lie in different 
areas.

Every good motion picture is necessarily international, because it is a world citizen 
and because it speaks a universal language: the originary form of communication 
through gestures.

Everywhere they go, its rhythm and its pantomime express joy and pain, love and 
hate, deceit and openness, rapture and despair, greed and austerity, humility and indig-
nation, bliss and suffering.

Doubtlessly and unambiguously, fi lm says what it has to say to all citizens of the world 
and brings them together in the feeling that people from all zones and parts of the earth, 


